Acrolinx: A KCS Aligned Platform

Create Knowledge that’s Accessible, Readable, and Effective
Streamline Content Workflows for Increased Adoption

Some of the biggest challenges organizations face are proving the value of KCS and creating a steady stream of effective and readable knowledge articles. Metrics that can capture how well your articles align to your content standards are the best way to improve your knowledge articles and measure content health. To capture and create knowledge articles is one thing, but it’s another to measure how content is improving and helping its readers.

It’s not enough that your writers reliably create new articles. They need to make sure that their content is helping customers independently solve problems, and be motivated to proactively fill knowledge gaps.

Acrolinx enables customers to understand your knowledge articles, by guiding creators to write consistent, accurate, and readable content.

The platform helps streamline your content workflows with automation and immediate feedback on knowledge articles. It provides a way to scale your KCS initiative, and gives you meaningful metrics to measure your progress.

Acrolinx: A KCS Aligned Platform

Acrolinx is an AI powered platform that helps you write better content, faster, and delivers strategy-aligned content at scale. It captures the way your enterprise communicates, aligns your content with your guidelines, shortens your publishing time with automation, and analyzes the performance of your entire content operation.

Acrolinx can provide the metrics you need to engage your organization in the KCS adoption process, with insights and immediate feedback on your entire knowledge base.

Acrolinx also supports the implementation of KCS by automatically bulk checking knowledge articles and tracking content health over time. Our platform provides detailed content analysis dashboards, where you can manage your terminology and make sure every article meets your content standards.
Measure the Progress of KCS

Acrolinx has many built-in features that complement KCS initiatives. In fact, we’ve already been helping knowledge workers from the world’s biggest brands deliver content that customers can find and understand. Our platform and Analytics help them improve their SLAs, track content quality, and improve it over time. Sounds familiar?

5 Reasons your KCS Initiative Needs Acrolinx

1. Focus your agents on creating a culture of sharing knowledge by customizing Acrolinx to the standards your coaches expect.

2. Make your articles more suitable for reuse with consistent structure, simple language, and a crisp style to improve readability.

3. Solve customer issues with clearer articles that use consistent terminology and style.

4. Boost customer self-service with increased article findability.

5. Speed up the solve and evolve cycle with automation.

Acrolinx helps KCS managers and coaches monitor the clarity, consistency, and accuracy of their knowledge articles and gives non-writers the confidence to publish better articles, faster.
How Acrolinx Works: Capture, Align, Analyze.

Acrolinx integrates directly into your content process. It provides clarity, efficiency, and insight by:

1. **Capturing your goals**: Acrolinx learns the tone of voice, terminology, and guidelines that align with your KCS goals. You can teach Acrolinx your content standards and the clarity or tone for your knowledge articles. Or you can create guidance subsets for types of content or audiences, such as subject-matter experts or technicians.

2. **Aligning content with strategy**: The Sidebar supports knowledge workers with access to your KCS content standards and provides instant feedback about clarity, consistency, tone, and language as they capture knowledge in the workflow. You can also choose to embed our Automated Check into any stage of your article creation process.

3. **Analyzing your output**: See how your articles are performing on the Analytics Dashboard. It's packed with tools like content comparisons, trend analysis, article quality, and improvement metrics. You can improve your guidelines and adjust them for different types of articles.
Publishing Has Become Essential to the Growth of Every Business

of the fundamental and important takeaways from Forbes’s recent report is that
shining is essential for business growth. We at Myoho, Inc. couldn’t agree more. As it turn
whether could many of the more than 350 marketing executives Forbes surveyed as part of
search.

At 96 percent of them agreed that “the quality and structure of their marketing content is
vital to achieving their growth goals and increasingly defines the job of the CMO.” Not only
it’s also noted by more than 70 percent that the “effectiveness of their marketing content
impact their ability to drive top-line growth with digital, social and mobile
ologies supporting core branding, demand generation, and value-selling programs.”
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There are several options to use the Automated Check in your processes.

Examples of automated integrations include:

- Checking several articles at once with a single click
- Scheduled batch checking of entire content inventories
- Automated checking of individual content pieces as they're created
- In an Incident or Knowledge Management tool before you publish or translate
- Automated checks at every step (save, publish, update)
- Automated website checking at regular intervals

Automated Check is the best way to improve your Acrolinx Analytics results, and identify areas for improvement in the Solve Loop. By identifying where your content is weak, you can use Automated Checks to drive improvement in the way you create and share knowledge.
KCS and Acrolinx: Stronger Together

Acrolinx supports the KCS methodology by helping create support content and knowledge articles using words captured from the requestor’s experience. As a KCS Aligned Platform, Acrolinx helps writers create knowledge articles that are clear, readable, accurate, and suitable for reuse.

Rather than relying on KCS managers and coaches to manually check the quality of articles, Automated Checks scan the quality of your entire knowledge base, which helps you scale your KCS initiative. Acrolinx helps evolve “good enough” articles into even better knowledge, faster.
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